
AP WORLD HISTORY DBQ ESSAY QUESTIONS

A full list of past AP World History essays from every exam, organized by topic. Practice for the exam using these
questions and you'll be good to go! â€“ DBQ: Responses to the spread of Buddhism Â· View Period 2 Study Guide.

Assume that the documents are universally valid rather than presenting a single perspective. Obviously, the
nature of the source should guide you in how you analyze the document. Write the first paragraph before you
have a clear idea of what your thesis will be. Neither the introduction nor the conclusion is necessarily limited
to a single paragraph. Your thesis can be more than just one sentence. Students analyze historical texts,
interpretations, and evidence. In the documents booklet, mark off documents that you use so that you do not
forget to mention them. The question choices focus on the same skills and the same reasoning process e. In
addition, the response must use the content of the documents to support an argument in response to the
prompt. In the documents booklet, mark off documents that you use so that you do not forget to mention them.
This point is not awarded for merely a phrase or reference. Each of the 4 to 10 documents will have a number
above a box. Later this summer, these rubrics will also be available as a standalone document in the same
format as the new scoring guidelines. With the compound questions often asked by the DBQ, two sentences
might be needed to complete the idea. Spend too much time on the DBQ rather than moving on to the other
essay. These two sentences address both the religious and ethnic aspects of the question. It would not receive
credit because of its irrelevancy. Documents can be of many different sorts. Scoring rubrics â€” general
scoring criteria for the document-based and long essay questions, regardless of specific question prompt â€”
are available in the course and exam description CED. Look for connections between documents for grouping.
Minorities were servants of the Ottoman Turks, and religious diversity was allowed as long as Islam remained
supreme. Assume that each document provides only a snapshot of the topicâ€”just one perspective. Some
questions include texts, images, graphs, or maps. At this point, you should be able to draw enough conclusions
to organize a strong, analytical thesis. Assume that the documents are universally valid rather than presenting
a single perspective. At the bottom of the document, write a short phrase that summarizes the basic meaning of
the document, its purpose why it was written , and a missing piece of evidence that could relate to the
document. A few essays can recover after a poor start, but first impressions matter. On a DBQ, however, you
do not have much time. Scoring guidelines for each of the sample free-response questions in the CED are also
available. Nothing in the booklet is read as part of the essay scoring. Encourage your students to visit the AP
World History: Modern student page for exam information and exam practice. The thesis must consist of one
or more sentences located in one place, either in the introduction or the conclusion. Underline or highlight the
thesis. A good idea is to write a concluding paragraph that might extend your original thesis. Throughout
history, people around the world have struggled with the issue of political power and freedom. They describe
how these groups were viewed. From the harbor of Boston during the first stages of the American Revolution
to the plantations of Haiti during the struggle to end slavery, people have battled for power. Inside the box will
be information about the source of the document, which is very important as you will see later, and the
document itself. Second, read the documents. Even so, use all of the documents in your essay, treating the
non-written sources with the same attention as the written ones. The thesis must consist of one or more
sentences located in one placeâ€”either in the introduction or the conclusion. To earn a stellar score, several
indicators of excellence may be considered. Though the point-of-view issue is very important, this statement
would not receive POV credit. Government officials in the Ottoman Empire sent out the message that all
people in the empire were equal regardless of religion or ethnicity, yet the reality was that the Turks and their
version of Islam were superior.


